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How to build loving, lasting relationships by learning the skill of loving.Easwaran is one of the
twentieth century's great spiritual teachers and an authentic guide to timeless wisdom. He
shows that loving is a skill that we all need urgently to acquire - both for our personal happiness
and for the welfare of the world.With quiet humor and practical wisdom, he offers insights and
advice for readers of all ages and backgrounds. True romance lies not in roses and candlelight,
but in developing the patience, selflessness, and strength we need for rich relationships and for
making a wiser, more meaningful contribution to life.This short ebook is compiled from excerpts
from a number of books by Eknath Easwaran.
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Mountain Center of Meditation. All rights reserved“Call it not love that changeth”I once spoke to
a group of high school girls at a luncheon in Minneapolis. After my talk I answered questions,
and the girl who presided asked, “You’ve used the word love many times. What does love mean
to you?” I gave her a straight answer: “When your boyfriend’s welfare means more to you than
your own, you are in love.” She turned to the rest of the gathering and said candidly, “Well, I
guess none of us has ever been in love.”I think that can be said of most people. If you look at
popular novels, gossip magazines, syrupy soap operas, and movies, you come away with the
impression that falling in love is something that just happens. Here you are, sauntering down
Fourth Street minding your own business, when suddenly you spy a certain someone coming
out of a shop and you fall in love as if into a manhole. True love is much harder to come by than
that.The mystics are the world’s authorities on love. When Saint Teresa says “Amor saca amor,”
she is giving us the basic principle: “Love begets love.” One of the most beautiful things about
love is that even today it cannot be purchased. It cannot be stolen, it cannot be ransomed, it
cannot be cajoled, it cannot be seduced. Amor saca amor: only genuine love begets love.All of
us have been conditioned, even though we may not put it in such crass terms, to believe that if
you love me six units, I should love you at most six units in return. I can feel secure in loving you
six units because you have already committed yourself that far. But if you get annoyed with me
and stomp out, slamming the door, I should get annoyed in return - and pull back, at least
temporarily, my six units of love. This is the type of bargain that more and more so-called lovers
strike today. Saint Teresa would say uncompromisingly, “Don’t pretend that this is love. It falls
more accurately under the heading of commerce.” Shakespeare put the matter in perfect
perspective: “Call it not love that changeth.”The whole thrust of what Teresa is confiding to us is
simple: With practice, everyone can learn to love like this; everyone can live in endless love. After
all, even if you don’t learn Esperanto, your life is not necessarily going to be dull and drab. Even if
you are not intimately acquainted with ancient Sumerian sculpture, you can make it through life
without suffering serious depression. But if you do not learn how to love, everywhere you go you
are going to suffer.Learning to LoveNow we get down to the nitty-gritty of romance. Which one of
us is free of self-centered thinking, even in our most intimate relationships? It may take the form
of “Is she always going to be faithful?” or “Is he always going to cater to me?” Whenever we start
making demands like these, at that moment the relationship turns from love. No matter what the
relationship may be, when you look on another person as someone who can give you love, you
are really faking love. That is the simplest word for it. If you are interested in making love, in
making it grow without end, try looking on that person as someone you can give your love to -
someone to whom you can go on giving always.
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Emil Psakhov, “A good read. This is a good read however I think the author could go farther
about love. I am a monogamous man and am not fond of polyamory, open relationships and all
that. It is important for me to understand if there is something wrong or right in this kind of love.”

Sofia Petrovna, “Love. Out of all wise words, the ones about love are the most beautiful. I hope to
find true love one day. In the meantime, I have a lot to work on.”

BIONIC LADY, “a must read book. This book really turned me on, and gave me a different
perspective. I highly recommend it for all those who need to heal their inner child. easy to read
and difficult to put down once you start reading it.”

Ashley Gee, “Insightful. This was such a beautifully written meditation. Memories came up for
me while reading, that I could deeply relate to what I read. I felt healing begin to happen the
second I began.”

Jonny Sorensen, “... the books and commentaries by Eknath Easwaran is a joy.. Reading any of
the books and commentaries by Eknath Easwaran is a joy.”

C T, “Excellent. I almost wish I had not read this, it is so achingly true. This is a succinct, clear
description of the spiritual path called love, a path NOT marked - as we wish it would be - by
promises.”

surender Ranga, “excellent. A great short book to read understanding love. Must read for
everyoneSimplified love in his writingLove very well defined”

Pierrot, “True Love. "Love is not love that alters when it alteration finds..." In Sonnet CXVI
Shakespeare told us what true love is, but he didn't tell us HOW to get it. Eknath Easwaran,
renowned spiritual teacher and founder of the Blue Mountain Center of Meditation, in this
touching, compassionate, and often witty e-essay, tells us how. Practice! Daily practice of
specific spiritual tools and techniques. One of these is putting our partners first at every
opportunity we get during the day, overlooking his/her faults, forgiving, letting go and moving
on...to the next opportunity! Hard enough, indeed, for most of us. But gradually, over time, says
Easwaran, we begin to see that this is a spiritual dynamic, a spiritual law like any law of physics.
Love begins to fill our consciousness, grows deeper daily, a win-win situation as we see that
making our partner happy makes us happy too. Not only that but also, he tells us, in perhaps the
most astounding statement in the essay as he strikes out of the marriage vows "till death do us
part" and assures us, instead, that this kind of love, learned over years of hard work and
practice, goes beyond death and becomes etched in eternity. "Love's not time's fool, though



rosy lips and cheeks within his bending sickle's compass come. Love alters not with his brief
hours and weeks, but bears it out to the very edge of doom." Nodding in agreement with
Shakespeare's tribute to true love, Easwaran does the Bard one better by giving us the road
map to it.”

daskalos, “really good. I love all his book, he has wisdom and he is my leader. I changes my
sight of things. Really recomandable, like meditation and mantrabook from him.”

The book by Eknath Easwaran has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 90 people have provided feedback.
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